
GIANT PANDA

The giant panda also known as panda bear or simply panda, is a bear native to south central China. It is easily
recognized by the large, distinctive black patches .

Given this voluminous diet, the giant panda defecates up to 40 times a day. Pandas eat fast, they eat a lot, and
they spend about 12 hours a day doing it. The panda has a relatively large repertoire. This theory does not
work, however, when considering that giant pandas have no natural enemies to hide from. During the summer
months bamboo shoots rich in protein are only available at higher altitudes which causes low calcium rates in
the pandas and during breeding season the pandas would trek back down to eat bamboo leaves rich in calcium.
Giant pandas do not take a winter nap. Western discovery The West first learned of the giant panda on 11
March , when the French missionary Armand David [17] received a skin from a hunter. Start Your Free Trial
Today Like bears , giant pandas undergo a delay in implantation of the fertilized ovum into the wall of the
uterus, a period of two to three months after mating. An adult female panda weighs pounds. To obtain this
much food means that a panda must spend 10 to 16 hours a day foraging and eating. Giant pandas do
occasionally vocalize when playing. Male pandas, like many other mammals but not humans have a baculum,
a bony rod in the soft tissue of the penis. In patches of dense bamboo, an immobile giant panda is nearly
invisible, and virtually disappears among snow covered rocky outcrops on a mountain slope. Researchers have
been able to clearly identify a total of 11 different panda calls. It is said to be fierce as a tiger , but gentle and
strictly vegetarian, and described in some books as a white tiger with black spots. This has resulted in panda
fetuses, but no live births. By about 14 months, at which age the milk teeth have erupted, the infant readily
consumes bamboo, and at 18â€”24 months weaning from the mother takes place. In April , it was determined
that Tai Shan would remain at the Zoo an additional two years past his second birthday, which was July 9, 
And the warm rains on the southern slopes support a rich variety of plants and animals. Males will use their
sensitive smelling ability to sniff out a female when ready to mate. Females give birth to one or two cubs
although the second cub usually doesn't survive that only weigh 3 to 5 ounces 85 to grams and are about the
size of a stick of butter, according to the San Diego Zoo. Pandas prefer living in damp, misty forested areas.
Interesting Giant Panda Facts 1. Its ability to digest cellulose is ascribed to the microbes in its gut.
Communication Giant pandas do not exhibit body characteristics that communicate visual signals. For the first
two to three weeks of life, the mother uses her forepaws and her thumblike wrist bones to cuddle and position
the infant against herself in a rather uncarnivore-like and almost human fashion. Occasionally they eat other
vegetation, fish , or small animals, but bamboo accounts for 99 percent of their diets. Meet the Animals
Physical Description The giant panda, a black-and-white bear, has a body typical of bears. For three to four
hours, the mother may leave the den to feed, which leaves the cub defenseless. Recent research has also found
that giant pandas may form communities of seven to 15 individuals within the local population. Females rarely
reach pounds kilograms. However, they have been on the endangered species list from to , before this was
switched to vulnerable â€” mainly due to habitat loss, poaching and poor breeding. The reproductive cycle for
pandas is a tad on the slow side. Scientists believe this increases their risk of extinction. They can chomp on
bamboo up to one-and-a-half inches thick. This type of forest offers large tree stumps and hollow logs that are
the right size for panda dens. The mother will select the stronger of the cubs, and the weaker cub will die due
to starvation.


